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LECTURE NOTE 12

OBJECTNIOD.EL INC USING UML
Model
A model capturei aspecis important for some application while omitting (or abstracting) the rest.
A model in the context of software development can be graphical, teitual, mathematical, or
program code-based. Models are very useful in documenting the design and analysis results.
Models also facilitate the analysis and design procedures themselves. Graphical models are very
popular'b'gcause th are'-easy.'f9 Unde$d a1d c'onStdct U]t{_L. is primTily
1 Braphical
.
modeling tool. However. it often requires text explanations to accompany the griphicil models.

An important reason behina conrt u.tirg a model is that it helps *unug. comflexity.

Once

models of a system have been constructe{ t}ese can be used for a variety of purposes during
so'ftware development, incl uding the fol lowi n g :

t
,, ' ' 'Analysis
.
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,
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and understand ihe proUt.o, and the working of a system

In all these ffpli ons,1he {,pIL modek+nn nol on$ be uiid to document the results but iiso
to arrive at the results themseives. Since a model .* U. used for a variety of purposes, it is
reasonable to expeCt that the model would vary depending on the purpose for which it is being
constructed. For example, a model developed for initial analysis and specification should be very
different from the one used for design. A model that is being used for analysis and specification
woutd not show iny of the design decisions that would be made later on during the design stage.
a model used for design purposes should capture all the design decisions.
9" *: other hand,good
idea to eiplicitly'mention thE putpose for *hich a model has been
Iherefoq, it is a
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Unified Modeling Language (UI\&)

UML, as the name implies, is a modeling language. It may be used to visualize, specifo,
consffuct, and document the artifacts of a software system. It provides a set of notations (e.g.
rectangles, lines, ellipses, etc.) to create avisual model of the system. Like a:ry other language,
has its ow.n s nrtax (symbo'ls arrd1ertence'fprmati.on rules) and semantiCs (meaningi of
symbols and sentences). Also, we should clearly understand that UML is not a system design or
development methodology, but can be used to document object-oriented and analysis results
obtained using some methodology.
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Origin of UML
In the late i980s and early 1990s, there was a proliferation of object-oriented design techniques
and notations. Different software development housei weie using different notations to
document their object-oriented designs. These diverse notations used to give rise to a tot of
confusion.
UMI-, was developed,to standardize th6- l4rge number of object-orieoted modgllng notations that
existed and were used extensively in the early 1990s. The prinCiples ones in use were:

It

is'ie,iidless to''say that UML has borrowediarry cdncep6 fiom these mo'deling,'techniques.
Eppeeiall,y; conce6from
three metlgddlogies have been heavily dia-wn-gpg.ni I{$.,L

tletst

association of industries

whiih tries to facilitate early formation of

standards.

W*hatl see thal UML contains an eiiensive set of notations and spggests congFuct1on of many
'The
fpes of diagrams. It has,slccessfully bp-en uSed to.model b-oth large and, smdll pf,oblems.
*ganee ofU ; its adop,t-.,ion by,OMG, and d stron$ ihdustry bacfcing h he$ed UMIi ftd'
Videspread*ceptance;'UML is no peing used:.in a lar€e numter bf sp are,develqpment
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UDis
can,be u'sed to sofistrxctnide diffef tvpes oi'diagram$ to capture five different views of
a system,Just,as a building.ean be'mode-led from qeveral views (or perspectives) such as
w,,,gntilation perspeitiq eleCtrical peispecti4, lighting pdpective, heating perspective,,etc,; the
different UML diagrams provide different perspectives of the software system to be developed

UMI

and facilitate a comprehensive understanding of the system. Such models can be refined to get
-J
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diagrams can capture the following five views of a system:
-

::.

:

. IJser's view
. Structural view
. Behavioralview

Eig.12.l: Differenttypes of diagmms

and views supported in

UML

User's view: This view defines the functionalities (facilities) made available by the system to
its users. The users' view captur., th" external users' view of the system i, ,.rm of the
functionalities offered by the system. The users' view is a blick-box view of the ryitem where
fie-, inlemdl=strudre, the dynamic ,be uvi6i of 'diff , sistern ,cornfoients, the
implementation etc. are not visible. The users' view is very different from ali other views in the
sense tltat it is a functional model compared to the object model of all other views. The users'
view carr- be considered as'the central Vi and all other views are
-qppected]o confoqm to this
view. This thinking is in fact the crux of any user centric development style.

Structural view: The struCtural view defines the kinds of objecis (classes) important to the
of the working of a system and to its implementation. It also captures the

understanding
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relationships among the classes (objects). The struchral model is also called the static model,
since the structure of a system does not Change with time.

treha.r,i@ viow; The behavioial view caprures how objects inteffwith.p,,,,,,,,,,,qch

other' to ieali2e,

the svstem.

Implembntation vierv: Thii view captures the imnortant Components of the sysiem and their

Environmental view: This view models how the different components are implemented on
different pieces of hardware.
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LECTARENOTE 13
USE,.CASE DIAGfi.AM
Use Case VloOel

The use c1e
fri
it,qm
A'**t oi"'di, .u*es",, Inruitivety,'1o"e tusii'
Sodel
"-"Siltiiof,
represent the different ways in which a system can be used by the users. A simple way io furd all
the use cases of a iyrt.*
ii to ask the question' ;;Wtlat the users can do using the *y.t.r?" thut
.
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Use caSes correspond to the hi$h;level ''functional iequirements. The use cases'partition. the
system behavioi intortransactions, such,that each'haasaetionperforms some useful action from
ihe user's p'oint'df vi;w, To coaBt-te ,i#r, t unrr.tio, may idiv" ,iinet a-stA,gle'message or
muttiplg meiiige changes between the usei $'d
'
n:Lio Jomplite..: ,"

tha-

rhe-ur0o#of'a'use'exifu

t+i@![n"ru@m*

ui@etrr"

internar

sffutufd ofrLe'iy$tbmJhe'iie",c*es d:o not mention *y il.OiAU'algoiithm'io.be used or the
internal data representaiion, internal structure of the software, etc. A use case typically
represents a s'equence of int@tions be
fie,useq.4t1d the system. These interactioos consist
of one mainline sequence. The mainline sequence represents the normal interaction between a
user and the system. The mainline sequence is the most occurring sequence of interaction. For
example, the mainline,sequ"nii'oltfia'.with@ iipt nie,-casi:!uppo** blr abank Arvr a.u*r,
complete the transaction, urd get the ,*o;;i. Several variations to *e mai, line sequence may
also exiit. Typically, a variation from the mainline sequenc€ occuis when some specifii
conditions hold. For the bank ATM example, variations or alternate scenarios may occur, if the
passwoid,is'inviiid oi ttre uaoiint ia U#itfrafu ;t;""Ji tne u*ourt batance. ihe variations
are also called alternative paihs. A use case can be viewed as a set of related scenarios tied
together by a common goal. The mainline sequence and each of the variations are called
ssenarios or instances ofthe use case. Each scenario is a single path ofuser events and system
activity througli the use case-
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Representation of Use Cases
Use cases can be represented by dravring a Use

Case diagp.aar iand

writing arr a .....,bompanying text

The different users
,h"^ syslem are represented by yin8
stick person icon.,Each stick
:.f
1he
js nonnalfy
p,layed
An=,actor
a usex with respect to
ref.emed to.a*
$ tol!

ipBrgon ido.n

,

can participate in one or more use cases. The line connecting the actor and the use case is called

the communicatidn, relationshipi ft..indicateS.'that.ffe acffi makes use,'of the''ffiCtionilitr
stick person icons; Whena stick person

ip.,on

represents an external:syStem, it is

annotatpd.by----.,

the

Ei.=.m.ple.Ir

'fiC-tac-ioe is i cbmpilter game in whi a human itaye
the computei make
alte:native moves on h 3x3' square. A mo.Ve consists: of maiking,.,pre$iousty.,
unmarked sguare. The ptqygr *h9 frst p-laces$ree consecutive maiks alogg a
straight-line on the,square{i.e algng a ro.}v, column, or diagonal) wini the gan1
As roon * either the ltuman playei ot th" computer wins, a message
congratulating the winner should be diiplayed. If neither player manages to get
thr""" .onr".tlju. ,r*k, along a straight linl, u* utt the squares on theloard are
'.
computeralways tries to ilid *
e
frlieo uffieil

iHb.

ffi

11drdniff

The use case model for the Tic-tac{oe problem is shown ' 6g 13.1. This
software has only one use case "play lnove". Note that the use case "get-usermove" is not used here. The name ';get-user-move" would be inappropiiate
because the use cases ihould be narned from the ur.ri, perspective.
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Text Description
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by a text description. the text

l

i6n$ou,I{ defin'e the'dddili:lb-rthlo irrte@oii:'$den the user and the computer and
.:'othei'aspects bfthe use"cas@ sh
ine'lude a1l the a$ior associated with the use case in
terms of the mainline sequence, different variations to the normal behavior, the system responses
associated with the ,r" .ur., the exceptional conditions that may occur in the behavio., J.. m"
I behavior deS'cripion is oftet wiitten in.a conv,ersat'ilnal'sfle describing the interaciions between
l
the actor and the system. The text desciipiion may be informal, but some structuring is
recommended. The following are iome of the information wtich may be included in a use case
text description in addition to the mainline sequence, and the alternative scenarios.
Contact persons: This section lists the personnel of the client organization with whom the use
case was discussed, date and time of the meeting, etc.

Actors: In addition to identi$ring the actors. some information about actors using ffis use
d ffictus, g dri& $h.:y. ,ree.€ ed*

case

Pre-condition: The preconditions would describe the state of the system before the use

case

starts.

"*".ution
Poatrcdiid:ition.This,ic$tinss

the

tte',,,,of-th6-+sys.tt $fidt.the uie case has suc-?*ifullg

completed.

Non-functiohal requirefients:.This @d,cohtain*e impotant'constraints foi'the design and
implementation. suCh is platform and environment conditions, qualitative statements, response
Exceptions, error situations: This contains only the domain-related errors such as lack of
userti acCess riglrts, invalid entry in the input fieldi, etc. Obviously, errors that are not domain
related,suchassoftware"..o.',neednotbediscussedhere.

],,:

'internaie
raquir"rnenir,''tl*!"-cont io.'rp".in. requirements for the, user
,,Speiific ,'user
interface of the use case. For example, it may contain formsio be used, screen shots, interaction
.t

Ihis part'eontains references
which may be useful to undeiitand the system operation

D6cument refCrehses:

to specific

domain-related documenii

Example 2:

:
l:

telephone number, axd the driving license number. Each customei who registers

customer can present his CN to the checkout staffwhen he makes any purchase.
In this case. the value of his purchase is credited against his CN. aitn" end of
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each year, the supermarket intends

Sold corl ,:-:u".y.,.ustomei

io award surprise gifts to I0 customers who
pultras.e exceeded Rs.10,000.

Yor:

Ihe T:lies

are generated.

The use case model for the Supermarket P-ri2e Schenre is shown.in fig. 13,2. As,di;cussed
description, we can identiff three use cases: "registei-customer", "register-sales", and "seleCtwinners". As a sample, the text description for the use case '?egister-customer" is shown.
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select register customer option.

2. System: display prompt to entei narne, address, and telephone
Customer: enter the n"..r.ury values.
4. System: display tn" g"r"rai"d id and

:

Scenario 2: al step4 of mainlinqsequehce
1.'System:

,t.
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,i. ,"..ug. that the
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the mesiige that,the iustomer has alieady

"urtor".
.

,

number.
has been

i
:

r.eiii;r"d.

i

1. Systern: displays the message that *orn. input information has not
entered. The system displays a pr6mpf to enter the missing value.' "

been

The desmiption for other use cases is written in a similar fashion.

"'I'tomrse

c
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diagram, it is obvious that
iiffi..of thi'.use caies,are fuei"nteaty ellibs .
They along with flie accompanying tefi deseription'ierve as a type oflequirements
of the system and form the'sore,mo'del to which=,all other mo-dels must conform. But,ihat about
the:actors'(stick person icons)? One possiule use of identifying,lfos, different:
usbrs

ffies<f

(actors) is in identiffing and implementing a security mechanism through a login system, so that
each actor can involve only those functionalities to'which he is entitled to. Another'possible use

is'in prqparingthedoeumentation (eig.,users'manual) targeted at e-ach categcry of user. Fqther,
actors help in identifying the use cases and understanding the exact functioning of the system.

It isoften desirable to faetoruse ca$es'into componeniuse cases;,Aduat 'factorinE.ofuse cases
are required under two situations. First, compl.* use cases need to be faCIored inti ri;pi.;;;;
cases. This would not only make the behavior associated with the use case much more
comprehensible, but also make the corresponding interaction diagrams more tractable. Without

Aao#rpdsitiofii the interaction diagrami for complex use Cises may become ioo large to be
on a single sized (A4) paper. Secondly, use cases need to be factored *heneve.
thele fseo4$bn behavior acrcs$ ifferent'tse eaies. F ct6ring+ould make it possible to defrne
such behavior only once and reuse it *henerer required. It is desirable to factor out common
usage such as elror handling from a set of use cases. This makes analysis of the class design
much simpler und elegant. However, a word of caution here. Factoring oi rr. cases should not
be done except for achieving the above two objectives. From the design point of view, it is not
advantageous to break up a use case into many smaller parts just for the sake of it.
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oftr1 ed mecha{risms f,of@orin8,gf,use0a as fo:llows:

UML

I.

Generalization

,.{Jse caSe,generalization'can be:uSed when ore use case that is similar to anotherlbut
does something slightly d.ifferenllV or something more. Generalization works the same
way wrtr use cases as it does with classes. The child use case inherits the behavior and
important to remember that the base and the derived use cases are separate uie cases and
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UML L l) was known as
use case including the
involves
one
the uses relationship . The includes relationship
behavior of another use case in its sequence of .u.nt, and actions. The includis
relationship occurs when a chunk of behavior that is similar across a number of use
cases. The facioring of such behavior will help in not repeating the specification and
pases. rhusi,,
tUlur tn;
*grarJ
:$dlUHdadt6n
gainfully
issue of reuie by factoring out the commonalitv across use cases. It can also be
employed to decompose a large and complex use cases irto ,ro." manageable parts. As
shown in fig. 13.4 the includes relationship is represented using a predefined stereotype
, <<ficlude>hJn e includii relalionship, a base use --caie compulsbrlly an*d automatioally-,,
The includes relationship in the older veisions of UtvtL (prior to

u*roqi ler

*i

s$Pr,$ir{rs? 1r
y.ss'l.'I siij,lx

iel shi

includes the behavior of the common
book and renew-book both include
include several use cases. In such
cases together The common
text description should be

8*st llsr

example fig. 13.5, issuecase. The base use case may
common use
independent
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Fig. 13.5: Example u3e case.inclusion
Extends
The main idea behind the extends relationship among the use cases is that it allows you to
show optional system behavior. An optional system b-ehavior is extended only under certain
conditions. This relationship among use cases is also predefined as a stereotype as shown in
fig. 13.6. The extends relationship is similar to generalization. But unlike generalization, the
extending use case can add additional behavior only at an extension point only when certain
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conditions are satisfied. The extension points are points within the use case where variation
to the mainline (normal) action sequence may occur. The extends relationship is normally
used to capture alternate paths or scenarios.
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C=ASS+IA'G MS
A class diagram descdbes'the static Strucrture of a sy-stem, It shoWsho* d sy.stem i5 struc.tured rather
than how it behaves. The static Structure of a system comprises of a number of olass diagfam$ and
their dependencies. The main constituents oi a .lus diagram are classes and their relationships:
generalization, aggregation, association, and various kinds ofdependencies.

Classes

The classes represent entities with common features, i.e. attributei and operations. Clasaes are
represented as solid outline rectangles with compartments. Classes have a mandatory name
compartment where the name is written centered in boldface. The class name is usually written using
mixed caserronvention and begini wi,th'an uppeiiase, The elass names #e usually ctiosen to Ue
singular nouns. Classes have optional attributes and operations compartments. A class may appear on
several diagrams. Its attributes and operations are suppressed on all but one diagram.

Atfibntei+

listed:with their,a4mes,$ m€optiona,lly c@ain spqification of fteir.type;.an
ffie Of.lhe ptritule is'writle1'by appehding atolon the p..e
e after$e attribute namb.,Typically; the first ledter of a olass ni,4qe iS I small'letter-nn example

ini"tial value, and cp,nstrai s, The

n

for an attribute is given.

bookName: String

affeci behaviour. An object's data or state can be changed by invoking an operation ofthe object. A
class may have any number of operaiions or no operation at all. Typically, the first letter of an
.lneration

(if@,

may

h,,,qve a

kind,spe

haVe areturn:typ,e ponsisfmg of a single

irfied,$ch'@ be 'in', 'out' ot 'inouJ'; Ah. opdration mray
returnffie,,expiession. examp,',lpftr an opeiation iS'given.

A$sbciations are needed to enable'objects to p.,o-rllmilnid te,#lth e othel, An ass=ociati@'describes
a connection berween classes. The association relation between two objecti is cdlea object
connection or link. Links are instances ofassociations. A link is a physical or conceptual connection
between q,bject instane'es. p61.gxamp.,|e,,suppose Amit har..'borrowed the ,book Gtaph Theory. Here,

fisPts.fi{\u [t'
i

i.,S,s[,r]] "&rr/r:

borrowed is the connection between the objects Amit and Graph
Theory book. Mathematically, a link
.
can be considered to be a tuple, i.e. an ordered list of object instances. An association describes a
group of links with a common ti*.tr.. and common semantics. For example, consider the statement

that Library Member borrows Booki. Here, borrows is the assocjation between the class
LibraryMember and the class Book. Usually, an association is a binary relation (between two
classes). However, three or more different classes can be involved in an association. A

.l^,

.un hru.

*ittr itself icilled recursive aiiocialion). In this case, it is usually assumed
that m,o differ@biemof the clasi-afe'! ed by the asioCiation relationship. Association b'amed
',,
t*o ctasSgs isrepEsenteA*y @ngi'st*igtrt line between the concerneo elasses.-:. '
an associ*ion relationship

Fig. 14.1 illustrates the graphical refresentation of the association relation. The name of

the

association is wriften alongside the association line. An arrowhead may be placed on the association
Iine to indicate the reading direction of the association. The arrowhead should not be misunderstood

to be

indicating the direction of a pointer implementing an association. On each side of the
association relation, the multiplicity is noted as an individual number or as a value range. The
multiplicity indicates how many instances of one class are associatedwith each other. Value ranges
of multiplicity are noted ty specitr inl me minimum and maximum value, separateO ty two dots, e.g.
1.5. An asterisk is a wild card and *.unr many lzero or more). The associatitn of fig. i+. t stroutA Ue
read as "Many books may be bonowed by a Library Member". Observe that associations (and links)
appear ai verbs in the problem statement.

**
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#

Fig. 14.1: Association betlveen two classes
Associations are usually realized by assigning afpropriate reference attributes to the classes involved.
Thus.. associations can be implementeo-usin"g ioin*.r from one ou.;..t
;"
*i

"r*,

";;;.;rru,

associations can also be implemented by using a separate class that stores which objects of a class are
Iinked to which objects of another class. Some CASE tools use the role names of the association
-- -'- ::---'*-'"'.
retutio, for the .o....ponairg automatically

generateJ:.toiU*..

Aggregation
Aggregation

is a ecial type'of association where ihe involved classes represent a tvhole-part
fhe algregate takes the responsibiliry'oi furwatding messages to the appropriate parts.

relationship,
Thus. the aggregate takes the responsibility of delegation and leadership. When an instance of one
object contains instancei of some other objects, then aggregation (or composition) relationship exists
between the composite object and the component object. Aggregation is represented by the diamond

Jlff?"$Ji {lilE & Ji"
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aggregated can also be shown as in

fig.

14.2

t

t

t
fiinr

i$$n$r$h

Aggr,egatiOn relationship cannot,be refle*ive (i.e;'recur,,si ei. That is; ffi,object ca.nnot

iontain

objeCts:

of the.same ciaSs as itsetf; Also; the agfiiegatinn relation is noJ'q,ymmeric. That is, iwo classes'A and
Bcannot contain instances of eSch other. However, the a8qleealion relationship can be transitive.ln
this case, aggregation may Consist of an arbitrary nuqrber of levels.

jwhgre.

U

r=mgea# $atliddi6=geffih9. old$.elfi rips$tnem;orth-lvhoi,lt Lffi iI
$ffiarE=.ireated] #ilii$l$e wh-1e is=oiiildydii; ttre parts are destroy-ea. A tj,piCat

[tEAl

example of composition is an invoice object with invoice items. As soon as the invoice object is
The bompoCition r-q,l,.,,1tionship is;pgpiesentedls a filled diamond
invoice items ifl it are also- destroyed.
drawn at the cbmposite;end.An exffiple, of the'Compo$ition ,r.elationship is sh.ow:r in fi[,

14,3

.fiffi

*rdsr

r

.

and the whole together.
aggregation, ties the lifecyCle of the part
.

Association relationsn,

:-.

be reflexive (objects can have relation a.

l]sp?:,$fl{,[siie Ix
l5,5lII sai:1*

it:-.]?

.brt

r

'wheleas in simple aggegation; a p* *ay,-.,,Ue sharediy several objects. For example,
a Wall may be a pafi of one or more Room objects.

In addition, in composition,
the whole has the responsibility for the disposition of all
-

parts with non-fixed multiplicity may be created after composite itself

t

For example. when a Frame is created, it has to be attached to an enclosing Window.
Similarly', when the window is destroyed, it must in turn destroy its Frame parts.

Inheritance vs. Aggregation/Composition

i"*..n

irfr.""r.;;;

class) whereas aggregation describes 't o, o' retationstrip
.irrr.t.
that the object of the derived class inherits the properties of the base class; aggregation means
that the object of the whole has objects of the part. For example. the relation "cash payment

,

''' ,'i c'.ktnd o/payment" is modeled using inliaii#nie; l:purchase'order'hai a ftw items",is
modeled using aggregation.

r
o

is used to model a "genericlspecific" relationship between classes whereas
aggregation/composition is used to model a "whole-part" relationship between classes.
Inheritance means that the objects of the subclass can be used anywhere the super class may

Inheritance

appear,.but

the

i.e. wherever we could

of 'payment in

us.1

system,

T".:.:.:
]nstlces
lne
.we couid Sgbstitute it wjth iniiances of 'cash ppy-nreni', but theteverSi:cannot be dohe.
Inheritance is defined statically. [t cannot U. cfrrng.A at run-time. Aggregation is defined
:rol

.
, *ryally.and

_

,.

cah b@enge'd #an-.tirn'e.

Aggr

ion is used $rhen,the typ6;of the object

can change over time.

For example, consider this situation in a business system. A BusinessPartner might be a
Customer or a Supplier oi Uoitl. Initially we might be iempted to model it as in fig i+.+ta).
But in fact, during its lifetime, a business partner might become a customer as well as a
supplier, or it might change from one to the other. In such cases, we prefer aggregation
insteid (see Fig 14.4(b). Here, a tusiness partner is a Customer if it has an aggregated

a

Supplier if it has an aggregated Supplier object and a
"Customer-Supplier" if it has both. Here, we have only two types. Hence. we are able to

Customer object,

it

as inheritance. But what if there were several different types and combinations
thereof? The inheritance'tr€e would
Also, the aggregation model allows the possibility for a business partner to be neither - i.e.
model

has neither a customer nor a supplier object aggregated

gg}ff{}r{rsg
',,. !$${"1L "8ur

lr

with it.

Fig

14.4 a) Representation of

Businelfarfner, Customer, Supplier relationship

{

1

*

*

ifi ill,1,4.4,.b.'}... piei.9,[fition+$.1,T,ffi sidditFaf.tuen

l)Ctif:

flf

{*-Ji.i&

tr;lllSl,tfl !?ur*rz

[,S-

:relafiCI

ip..

'

The advantage ofaggregation is the integrity 6fencapsulation. The operations ofan object are the
of other objects which imply low implementation dependencies. The significant
disadvantage of aggregation is the increase in the number of objects and their relationships. On the
other hand, inheritance allows for an easy way to modify implementation for reusability. But the
significant disadvantage is that it breaks encapsulation, which implies implementation dependence.
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Sequence Diagram

A

sequence diagram shows interaction amqng objects as a two.dimensional bhart. The chart is read
from top to bottom. The objects participating in the interaction are shown at the top of the chart as
boxes attached to a vertical dashed line. Inside the box the name of the object is wriften with a colon
sepaxating it from the name of the class and both the name of the object and the class are underlined.
The objects appearing at the top signify that the object already existed when th1 use case executiol
was initiated. However, if 'some object is created during the execution of the use sase and
participates in the interaction (e.g. a method call), then the object should be shown at the a_ppropriate
place on the diagram where it is created. The vertical dashed line is called the object's lifeline. The
lifeline indicates the existence of the object at any particular point of time. The rectangle drawn on
the lifetime,is called the activation syrnbol and indicates tb4t the object is active as long as the
rectangle exists. Each message is indicated as an arrow between the life line of two objects. The
messages are shown in chronological order from the top to the bottorn. That is, reading the diagram
from the top to the bottom would show the sequence in rvNch the messages occur. Eaclt message is
labeled with the message name. Some control information can also be included. Two types of control
.
information,l{e particular$aluable.

.

. A-eondition (e.g. [invalid]) indicatei that a message is sent, only if the condition is hue.

. An iteration marker

shows the message is sent many times to multiple receiver objects
would happen when a collection or the elements of an army are being iterated. The basis
the iteration can also be indicated e.g. [for every book object].

as

of

The sequence diagram for the book renewal use case for the Library Automation Software is shown
in ng. iS.t. The development of the sequence diagram in the development methodology would help
us in determining the responsibilities of the different classes; i.e. what methods should be supqgrted
by each class.
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Fig 15.2: Collaboration diagram for the renew book use case
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